10.4.3
How often, if ever, do you visit the following dog exercise areas?
Daily

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly

Never

Jerramungup Golf Course

1

2

0

1

8

Bremer Bay Golf Course

1

0

1

7

3

Back Beach Bremer Bay
Bremer Beach North of
the Wellstead Estuary

1

1

6

4

0

4

3

2

1

1

What elements attract you to these areas? (select all that apply)
Responses
Safety

2

Location

7

Surroundings

2

Socialising

2

Other;





All of the above! More places the better I feel !
freedom of the beaches
Location, surrounding, convenience, safety
Dogs are allowed!

Do you have any concerns about the existing dog exercise areas?
Responses
No

7

Yes

5






All Bremer beaches should be open to dogs without leashes
Bremer golf course totally unsuitable often can't see dog walkers because of terrain. Dogs
take golf balls.
Snakes during the summer as the facilities are not maintained.
People use the whole of Bremer beach instead of just the selected area - it's not defined
enough and is also a beach used by lots of families. Dangerous not having dogs on leads in
this area.
The main Bremer beach one is not great as it can cause confusion and issues for shore birds.

Do you support the following potential dog exercise areas?

Old Jerramungup Oval,
Monash Avenue
Bremer Bay Sports Oval,
Frantom Way
Lot 8001 Freeman /
Barnes Drive, Bremer Bay




Yes

No

9

2

11

1

12

0

I support all areas being open to dogs without leashes
Should not be allowed on sports ovals as people do not clean up after them
Not familiar with it.

Please provide any additional comments relevant to this subject.
 Please no more restrictions on dogs. Bremer has no tourists for 50 weeks of the year!
Implement a dog restriction from 20th Dec - 20th Jan.
 The Jerry sports oval is one of the safest and convenient places to let dogs exercise, it's
always mowed, with short grass. Understandably people don't clean up after their dogs.
 Existing problems with dog mess not being cleaned up on Jerramungup town oval and on the
Jerramungup school oval. Never seen the ranger policing people letting their dogs on the
Jerramungup oval. Needs to be clearer signs and fines for those who let their dogs on the
ovals
 It would also be useful for those who visit region a few times a year to be able to comment, eg
4-6 times per year. A map explaining where lot 8001 Freeman drive Bremer Bay is would
assist. In terms of other locations where dog exercise area may be useful would be a beach
on the west side, eg blossoms, native dog as these are protected in the SE winds.

15 The Esplanade,
Bremer Bay,
W.A. 6338.
Mr. Brent Bailey,
CEO. Shire of Jerramungup,
admin@jerramungup.wa.gov.au

31-01-2017.

Dear Brent,

Re. Dog exercise areas.
The on-line survey has adequately highlighted the choices available to dog owners.
However, I would like to add two relevant comments.
 Could the Dog Exercise areas be displayed on the information-bay map?
This would be helpful to the many visitors and rate-payers whose dogs are not
registered in this Shire.
 No dogs on the estuary foreshore or sand islands, and dogs should always be
on a lead on all walking trails.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment,
Yours sincerely,

Anne M Gadsby.

